Abstract: Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) microscopy allows label-free chemical imaging and has enabled exciting applications in biology, material science, and medicine. It provides a major advantage in imaging speed over spontaneous Raman scattering and has improved image contrast and spectral fidelity compared to coherent anti-Stokes Raman (CARS). Wider adoption of the technique has, however, been hindered by the need for a costly and environmentally sensitive tunable ultra-fast dualwavelength source. We present the development of an optimized all-fiber laser system based on the optical synchronization of two picosecond power amplifiers. To circumvent the high-frequency laser noise intrinsic to amplified fiber laser, we have further developed a high-speed noise cancellation system based on voltage-subtraction auto-balanced detection. We demonstrate uncompromised imaging performance of our fiber-laser based SRS microscope with shot-noise limited sensitivity and an imaging speed up to 1 frame/s.
In coherent Raman scattering (CRS) microscopy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , the sample is illuminated with two synchronized laser beams, which are commonly referred to as pump and Stokes. If their frequency difference matches a molecular vibrational frequency of the sample, the targeted population is excited from the ground to the vibrational state (Fig. 1a ) 7 . In contrast to spontaneous Raman scattering, the stimulated transition from the virtual to the vibrational state by the presence of the Stokes field results in an amplification of the molecular transition rate and allows label-free chemical imaging at speeds up to video-rate 8, 9 .
Various detection schemes have been developed to probe this amplified Raman signal in microscopy.
The easier to implement coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) 1,2 suffers from a nonresonant background signal that limits sensitivity for dilute species 10, 11 . Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is free from this background and its excitation spectra match well-documented spontaneous Raman spectra [3] [4] [5] [6] . The typical implementation of SRS 12 detects the small intensity loss of the transmitted pump beam with a high-frequency modulation transfer scheme that takes advantage of the fact that laser noise of solid-state lasers commonly reduces to shot-noise at high frequencies 13 .
SRS has been applied extensively in bio-medical research 14 and achieving high sensitivity under biocompatible excitations conditions is a key challenge. As a nonlinear optical process, SRS benefits from pulsed near-IR lasers, which generate high signal levels at moderate average power. Best signal levels are obtained by narrowband excitation of a single vibrational frequency. Species with spectrally mixed bands can be distinguished by multi-spectral imaging, where the frequency difference of the pump and Stokes beams is tuned between image frames 15, 16 or lines 17 . An ideal light source for SRS provides two tightly synchronized and quickly tunable pulse trains with bandwidths narrower than a typical Raman linewidth (<20cm -1 ).
The current gold-standard laser system for SRS is a synchronously pumped picosecond optical parametric oscillator (OPO) 18 , which has vanishing timing jitter compared to electronically synchronized lasers 19 . Its cost is high and the free-space cavity is sensitive to environmental changes.
Fiber laser technology has the potential to overcome these limitations as components are inexpensive and light-guiding by the fiber core avoids misalignment. Different concepts have been proposed [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
From the free-space OPO system, we have learned that optical synchronization avoids timing jitter and improves long-term stability. However, previous approaches to fiber-based optically synchronized systems are less than optimal: super-continuum generation (SC) [20] [21] [22] does not scale to sufficiently high power, implementation of a fiber-based OPO has proven difficult 24 , and un-seeded four-wave mixing requires low-repetition rates 23 , which ultimately limit the imaging speed. Here we combine the advantages of optical synchronization with straight-forward power scaling in fiber amplifiers.
A remaining challenge of amplified fiber lasers compared to high-power free-space lasers is the presence of high-frequency laser noise 22, 26 . We present the implementation of a noise suppression scheme based on auto-balanced detection 27, 28 . Compared to previous implementations that suffer from low speed 21 or a limited noise cancellation bandwidth 26 , we have developed detection electronics optimized for high-speed microscopy. We present sensitive SRS imaging with uncompromised performance with our novel fiber laser source.
Results. The laser system is based on the key realization that the difference frequency of the two major fiber gain media, Erbium (Er) and Ytterbium (Yb), corresponds to the high-wavenumber region of Raman spectra 25 , where most SRS imaging is performed. We have implemented an all-fiber dualwavelength laser system based on optical synchronization of two picosecond amplifiers using a broadband SC and have optimized the pulse parameters for high-speed SRS imaging. Er-doped fiber oscillator at 1560nm that is mode-locked with a carbon nanotube (CNT) saturable absorber 29 at a repetition rate of 59MHz. The output power of the oscillator is 7mW and is split into two arms to generate the pump and Stokes beams for SRS.
The first arm is amplified to 80mW in a normal dispersion Er-doped pre-amplifier. Its output is broadened due to self-phase modulation (SPM) and we use a narrowband filter to reduce the bandwidth for SRS. The power (about 2.2mW after filtering) is restored in a low-nonlinearity Erdoped power amplifier. Its output could directly provide the Stokes beam for SRS. However, most multi-photon microscopes are optimized for transmission in the wavelength range from 400-1100nm
and we frequency double the output in a periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystal (Covesion, MSHG1550-1.0-10). With a conversion efficiency of ~45%, we obtain a near-IR pump beam for SRS with up to 75mW average power.
The second arm is frequency shifted in an SC unit based on a highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF). Stable SC generation requires the use of a short piece of HNLF. By careful optimization of the splice between the SMF and HNLF, it is possible to reduce the spice loss to <1dB, enabling an all-fiber implementation. The output covers a range from 950nm to >1700nm (detection limit of the optical spectrum analyzer) 30 . We then use an Yb-doped pre-amplifier to increase the power of the spectral range around 1 micron to 40mW 30, 31 and a narrowband filter to produce a picosecond pulse train that can be amplified in a low-nonlinearity Yb-doped power amplifier. We now have a narrowband Stokes beam with up to 120mW average power that is synchronized to the oscillator, and thus the pump beam.
Precise tuning of the difference frequency between pump and Stokes beams is achieved with motorized tunable filters. The outputs of the Er-and Yb-doped amplifiers are tunable from 1530nm to 1590nm ( Fig. 2a) and from 1010nm to 1060nm (Fig. 2b) , respectively. For fast tuning, we keep the pump beam fixed (the phase-matching wavelength of the PPLN crystal is temperature controlled) and only tune the Stokes beam. Specifically, to access Raman spectra in the high-wavenumber region from 2800 to 3100 cm -1 , we frequency double the fixed wavelength Er-arm at 1580nm to 790 nm ( Fig. 2c) and tune the Yb-arm from 1015nm to 1045nm with <0.1nm tuning accuracy (Agiltron, FOTF-01-6).
We optimized the pulse parameters specifically for SRS imaging of biological specimens by choosing the bandwidths of the narrowband filters and the length of the oscillator cavity. Our theoretical modeling (see supplementary materials) indicates that the SNR does not depend on the exact laser duty factor (Sup. Fig. S1a ) as nonlinear photo-damage limits the maximum permissible peak power [32] [33] [34] .
However, at lower duty factors, higher average power is required to achieve the same SNR (Sup. Fig.   1b ). With the ANSI safety standard for clinical use of 30 mW at 800 nm in mind (see supplementary materials), it is thus advantageous to increase the duty factor compared to the solid-state OPO laser system which has a 6ps pulse duration and 80MHz repetition rate.
We chose filters with a bandwidth of 1.2nm (Fig. 2b) , which approaches the required spectral resolution limit for SRS. Figure 2d shows the autocorrelation of the Stokes beam at 1030 nm. The pulse duration of 1.0ps was calculated by dividing the full width at half maximum (FWHM) by the square-root of two. This corresponds to a time-bandwidth product of a transform limited pulse and, at 59 MHz repetition rate, provides a duty factor increase of about 8x compared to the solid-state OPO laser system. Figure 2e shows the autocorrelation of the pump beam with a pulse duration of 4.0ps.
The time-bandwidth product of 0.68 is about 2x larger than the transform limit, which is due to the natural bandwidth reduction during frequency doubling and a slight chirp, which arises from the choice of a too long PPLN crystal. In a further optimized version of the laser source, we will aim to match the pulse duration of pump and Stokes pulses.
The two beams are spatially overlapped with a free-space dichroic mirror. The rough time delay is adjusted by adding un-doped fiber before the Yb-doped power amplifier. Fine delay is obtained by adjusting a mechanical delay line (Fig. 1b) while monitoring the sum-frequency generation (SFG)
signal from a BBO crystal. This setup was also used to measure the cross-correlation of the two pulse trains and determine the timing jitter. Figure 2f shows a 5 minutes time-trace of the SFG signal at the half-maximum of the cross-correlation. Using the slope of the cross-correlation to convert from amplitude to timing fluctuations, the timing jitter is estimated to be <24fs. Such an approach only provides an upper limit estimate as laser intensity fluctuations can be falsely interpreted as timing jitter.
However, it is sufficient to demonstrate that the timing jitter is much smaller than the cross-correlation bandwidth of 4.4ps and does not affect the SRS imaging capabilities.
After careful optimization of the noise performance of the Er-arm, we obtained a pump beam that is about 27dB above the shot-noise floor at 28mW average power (Fig. S3) . Anything other than shotnoise limited performance is not acceptable for SRS microscopy, as it limits the ability to detect lowconcentration molecular species. The general idea of balanced detection (Fig. 3a) is that a portion of the pump beam can be sampled at the laser output (Fig. 1b) . Laser noise other than the shot-noise is common to both the sample and reference arm and subtracting the two results in suppression of such common mode noise. As the modulated signal only appears in the sample arm, it is not subtracted and can be detected with demodulation electronics (e.g. lock-in amplifier) with shot-noise limited sensitivity (Fig. 3a) .
In theory, balanced detection can reduce the laser noise to 3dB above the shot-noise because it also introduces the shot-noise of the reference arm. In practice, noise cancellation depends on the exact balance of the two arms. For example, if the intensity of the sample arm is only 90% of the reference arm, noise is suppressed by a factor of 10 or 20dB. Application of the technique to microscopy would thus be limited by varying sample transmission. To ensure maximum suppression independent of sample transmission we implement "auto"-balanced detection and rely on the DC signals from both arms to control the gain of the reference arm to balance the signals prior to subtraction. This approach takes advantage of the time-scale separation of the modulation, the auto-balancing speed, and the pixel-dwell-time. However, commercially available balanced detectors do not meet these timing requirements and their use drastically reduces the imaging speed 22 .
To overcome this limitation, we have developed a voltage-subtraction auto-balanced detector for the specific requirements in high-speed microscopy. A detailed schematic is shown in Supplementary Our auto-balanced detector allows a noise suppression of >40dB at 10MHz (Fig. 3b) , which is significantly more than the laser excess noise. We thus achieve shot-noise limited detection sensitivity (Fig. 3c) . The noise suppression bandwidth of our implementation is currently limited by the dispersion of the specific phase-shifters, which is not fundamental and is sufficiently large (500kHz) to allow removal of all excess noise at the sampling speeds required for 1 frame/s imaging. The 3dB point of the auto-balancing loop (data not show) is chosen at about 500kHz to compensate for pixel-topixel transmission variation.
For SRS imaging, the Stokes beam is modulated at 10MHz with an electro-optic modulator (Thorlabs, EO-AM-NR-C2) and combined with the pump beam using a dichroic mirror. The collinear beams are directed into a beam-scanning microscope (Olympus, IX71) and focused into the sample with a water immersion objective (Olympus, UPLANSAPO 60XW, 1.2NA). The transmitted beams are collected with an oil immersion condenser (Nikon, 1.4NA), the Stokes beam is blocked with a high-OD filter (Chroma, CARS890/220), and the pump beam is detected with the signal arm of the auto-balanced detector. The sample beam is generated with a polarization beam splitter and the rough balance is set with a half wave plate prior to imaging. The output of the auto-balanced detector is then sent to a custom lock-in amplifier 9 to detect the 10MHz SRS signal.
Figures 3d and 3e show SRS images of 1.1µm polystyrene beads acquired at an imaging speed of 1 frame/s and with 24mW power at the focus with (Fig. 3d) and without auto-balancing (Fig. 3e) .
Balanced detection improves SNR by 10.6x from 0.5 to 5.3. No image artifact due to varying sample transmission is visible even at the edges of the beads (Sup. Fig. S4 ). To demonstrate the "robustness" of the laser system, we performed imaging on a table that was not vibration isolated and in an environment that was not climate controlled (Sup. Fig. S5 ). We also demonstrated the performance of the laser to external shock (Sup. Video 2) and ultra-long-term imaging over 44 hours without adjusting the laser (Sup. Video 3).
Discussions.
We have developed a dual-wavelength fiber laser source for SRS microscopy that is precisely tunable over the entire high-wavenumber region of Raman spectra, where most SRS imaging is performed. To reach the performance of solid-state laser systems, we optimized the laser amplifiers and developed a broad-band voltage-subtraction auto-balanced detector. We demonstrate SRS imaging at an imaging speed up to 1 frame/s with shot-noise limited sensitivity. The major advantages of our fiber laser SRS system are (1) operation that does not require vibration isolated optical table, (2) operation in environments that are not climate controlled, and (3) reduced cost. It has the promise to extend the use of SRS microscopy to non-expert users and enable clinical applications. Toward this goal, demonstrating high-quality imaging at excitation powers that are compliant with the ANSI safety standard provides a major milestone.
The major limitation of the current proof-of-concept implementation is the use of non-polarization maintaining (PM) components and adjustment of the polarization state of the output is required to maintain maximum SRS signal. All components are available as PM version and an all-PM design is conceivable based on the same recipe. The use of large-mode area (LMA) components will further reduce SPM broadening and increase spectral fidelity. Attention will have to be paid to achieve better matching of the pulse durations of pump and Stokes beams. All-fiber delivery is further required to fully take advantage of the properties of fiber-lasers. Finally, system integration of the microscope and the fiber laser will enable automated spectral SRS imaging, and the development of an integrated hand-held SRS scanner is underway.
Methods
Laser spectra were measured with an optical spectrum analyzer (HP, 70951A) with a spectral resolution of 0.1nm. Optical auto-correlations were measured with a home-built background-free autocorrelator based on a 1mm BBO crystal (Witcore, BBO 6-6-1mm) and a manual delay stage. The timing jitter measurements were acquired with the same setup. Relative intensity noise (RIN) spectra were acquired with an RF spectrum analyzer (Siganlhound,USB-SA44B) following reference 35 . The bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer for the measurements of Fig. 3b ,c is 400Hz. We use a large-area
Si photodiode (OSI Optoelectronics, S-100CL) back-biased at 48V to provide both dynamic range as well as response time. The DC signal was separated with a bias-T (Minicircuits, ZFBT-4R2GW+) and recorded with an oscilloscope to provide the intensity calibration of the RIN measurement (Fig. S3 ).
The shot-noise level was estimated following reference 35 given the measured DC signal. The suppression ratio of the balanced detector was measured with the RF spectrum analyzer by artificially increasing the noise of the fiber laser with an acousto-optic modulator driven by a white noise signal from an RF function generator. 
